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NOS motto: Give more meaning to life, connecting people, 
enterprises, institutions and things to everything and everybody 

NOS is a Telco and Entertainment company with Mobile & Fixed operation; 5G launched on Nov 21  



NOS leads 5G and mobile QoE in Portugal… 

Best Mobile Coverage 
Portugal Q3—Q4 20

Best Mobile Coverage 
Portugal Q1—Q2 21

Fastest Mobile Network 
Portugal Q3—Q4 21

Fastest 5G Mobile Network 
Portugal Q1—Q2 22

Fastest 5G Mobile Network 
Portugal Q3—Q4 22

https://medux.com/blog/all-5g-networks-are-not-created-equal-unveiling-true-qoe-5g-europe-iihttps://www.opensignal.com/reports/2023/07/portugal

Widest 5G coverage is in Portugal. …reaching a
5G registration time over 75% across the panel.
Porto has the best 5G coverage, with over 90%
technology registration…
The most consistent 5G speeds were observed in
Lisbon. Lisbon secured first place both in 5G
download and upload speeds. The typical
(median) download speed in Lisbon was above
537 Mbps, and the typical upload speed was
above 53 Mbps. Porto ranks as the second city in
terms of download and upload speeds …



…Europe's Speedtest Awards Winner Q2/Q3 23

NOS in Portugal is Europe's Speedtest Awards Winner for mobile network speed during Q2-Q3 2023. To win this 
award, NOS Portugal achieved a Speed Score of 183.36, with median download speeds of 190.33 Mbps and 
median upload speeds of 20.74 Mbps, from more than 16M tests evaluated in several European operators.
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The AI challenge: organizations are far from delivering target results  

64 c-level tech and business executives survey

Source: https://hbr.org/2019/02/companies-are-failing-in-their-efforts-to-become-data-driven

• 72% of survey participants report that 
they have yet to forge a data culture

• 69% report that they have not created 
a data-driven organization

• 53% state that they are not yet 
treating data as a business asset

• 52% admit that they are not 
competing on data and analytics.

71%

11%

We understand the
way AI will create

value for our company

We manage to have
relevant results from

such technology

The execution gap

Further, the 
percentage of firms 
identifying 
themselves as being 
data-driven has 
declined in each of 
the past 3 years –
from 37.1% in 2017 
to 32.4% in 2018 to 
31.0% this year 
(2019).

Data-driven?

> >



The AI challenge: failure reasons are people/organisation centric

Source: https://hbr.org/2019/02/companies-are-failing-in-their-efforts-to-become-data-driven

Say that their pace of investment in AI and Big 
Data is increasing

Mention a growing urgency in investing in AI 
and Big Data

Mention that the fear of disruption is the 
primary driver for such investments

Emphasize that the issue of operational 
adoption of Big Data and AI is a significant topic

FAILURE HAPPENS DESPITE OF A STRONG 

INVESTMENT IN TECHNOLOGY

>
lack of 
organizational 
alignment as the 
key indicator for 
low operational 
adoption

cultural resistance is 
the fundamental 
factor for low 
operational adoption

Reasons for Big Data and AI investment 
not being successful



CoE Advanced Analytics and Artificial Intelligence vision

Enablement of the 

organization to 

understand and 

execute advanced 

analytics in all areas 

with potential to 

create impact

ENABLERS

AWARENESS & 
ENGAGEMENT

EXECUTION 
MODEL

TECHNOLOGY

ROADMAP
 AA

TALENT

DATA

EXECUTIONOBJECTIVES



Advanced Analytics Factory Projects: Energy Self Optimisation (ESO) 

Factory AA (non-exhaustive)

CINEMA 
MGMT

Cinema Promotion 
Recom

Cinema Smart 
Programing

REVENUE 
ASSURANCE

Assurance and
Detection

Collections 
Optimization

Energy Costs Opt 
(supply)

Energy Self Opt
(4G/5G)

Fiber Eligible 
Household Score

NETWORK 
MANAGEMENT

Smart PA

FIELD FORCE 
MANAGEMENT

Smart Field 
Scheduling

Customer Field 
Maintenance

Equipment Swap 
Optimization

CUSTOMER 
RESOLUTION

Detractors Squad
AT

Healing

Detractors Squad 
SAC

MARKETING 
&SALES

NBA B2C

Churn B2C

Handset
Management
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2030/40 as an important milestone for carbon neutrality for Telco’s

Source: https://www.gsma.com/betterfuture/climate-action/mobile-net-zero-2024

NOS goal is to reach carbon 
neutrality by 2040. To that end, 
we will work on four key 
objectives: increase our 
consumption of renewable 
energy, increase the efficiency 
of our operations, decarbonize 
buildings and shops, and make 
the transition to a low carbon 
vehicle fleet.

Between 2015 and 2020, we 
reduced our data traffic energy 
consumption by 80% 
(modernization of RAN network, 
air conditioning dismantling, 
virtualization and other 
initiatives)



Breaking the energy curve requires a holistic approach 

HW Mod

SW RRM 
Features

Network NPO

Infrastructure 
Optimisation

Peak Shaving 
w/ batteries

Energy  PPA

AI/ML Energy 
Optimisation

Operator as 
Energy 

producer

Savings across the network can reach 30%: all technologies, all bands, all sites, infrastructure 
and demand cycles;  et the right priority by taking a holistic view on energy savings



Energy Consumption is strongly related to #cells, Tx mode and load

NODE Type 4G/5G bands [MHz] ETSI AVG [W] ETSI Daily [kWh/day]

Low Capacity 700+800 1 954 47

Mid Capacity 700+800+2100 2 868 69

High Capacity 700+800+2100+1800 3 416 82

Very High Capacity 700+800+2100+1800+2600 4 348 104

High Capacity + 5G mMIMO 700+800+2100+1800+3500 4 735 114

Very High Capacity + 5G mMIMO 700+800+2100+1800+2600+3500 5 667 136

Delta NR3500 (mMIMO 32T32R) +32 kWh

Delta L2600 (4T4R RRU) +22 kWh

Delta L1800 (shared RRU) +13 kWh
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kWh/day vs. load for a VHC35 configuration

mMIMO 5G 3500 antenas contribute with 
high consumption (high capacity); 1800 

shares RRU with 2100 (smaller 
incremental); consumption is not linear 

with load: 2,4x higher at 50% load vs. 10%  



Most impactful features include temporary deactivation of cells

Cell Sleep Mode
– Automatic detection of coverage/capacity cells
– Traffic load controlled sleep on 
capacitycells/frequencies
– Savings >10%

1) Radio enters hibernation state with most 
components turned off
2) Automatic cell deactivation and deep sleep 
trigger performed by OSS based on time periods

Status Idle Locked Deep Sleep
Consumption [W, ind.] 350 240 100

Reduction [%] -31% -71%

Energy 6h, 3s, 1d [kWh] 6,3 4,3 1,8

Saving 6h, 3s, 1y [kWh] -722,7 -919,8
Saving 2000 sites [k€] -202 -258

Example assuming 
0,14€/kWh

MIMO Sleep Mode
– Traffic load controlled sleep of MIMO configuration, 
branch muting
– Sleep on coverage cells/frequencies
– Proven in field tests >5%
– Average user throughput maintained, reduction of 
coverage
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Mobile network energy cost is 80% driven by the radio network

MOTIVATION

80% Energy of mobile network is 
radio & baseband

~50%: target sites to be optimised 
by AI/ML (urban areas)

Before AI/ML, approach considered 
a static approach, predominantly at 

lower traffic periods, similar in all 
sites, not considering QoE

MOBILE NETWORK

4k sites | 12k 
sectors | 51k cells

Cell shutdown Options

L2600

L2100

L1800

L800

2600 in cell 
sleep mode

2100 cells in 
MIMO sleep

1800 in cell 
sleep mode

NR3500

NR700

800 always on 
(4G & VoLTE)

700 always on 
(5G coverage)

3500 in cell 
sleep mode

MINIMIZE ENERGY 
CONSUMPTION

KEEP EXPERIENCE 
(DL throughput)



Experience modelling done by sector, actuating on a per cell basis

Average Energy Consumption per weekday 
(normalised)
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Average Energy Consumption per hour 
(normalised)

H
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Sectors were clustered per consumption pattern

Sectors have diferent configs/#cells, demand and consumption profiles 
hence Optimisation granularity is by sector, actuating on each sector 

cells

# RRC Connected Users

% used PRBs

Radio Feature’s Parameters

DL User throughput [Mbps]

Target variable

AI/ML Algorithm will change radio 
feature parameters to ease/delay 

cell sleep mode per frequency, 
keeping the defined target 

throughput 

>



Algorithm estimates target throughput when shutting down cells 

For a given sector 
with 4x 4G cells…

Urban Areas 
~ 1,8k sites 
~5k sectors

Algorithms estimates #RRC 
connected & PRBs% to trigger 

cell shutdown/activation

Energy 
Consumption

kWh

User 
Throughput

Mbps

For each hour 
block…

Target cell activation 
/shutdown is defined…

Keeping QoE 
above target…

Minimising energy 
consumption ☺



Algorithm learns and adapts the model per sector based on real QoE

Model runs with historical 
data up to day N-1

N - 1 N N + 1

Loading to each site, 
on a per hour 

scheduling, the 
parameters defined by 

the model
Model predicts 

throughput (Mbps) for the 
upcoming 24 hours on a 

per cell basis

Model incorporates
optimisation rules (e.g. no 

L800 shutdown, etc., 
target QoE>30Mbps, etc.)

PRESCRIPTION IMPLEMENTATION LEARNING

Evaluation of QoE and 
energy consumption; 

validation of activation 
procedures

PM Metrics
• # successful parameter’s 

reloading
• # cells shutdown, #hours
• User throughput per cell & 

per user (estimation)
• KWh savings

Safety measure: 
In case of sudden high usage, 

non-planed event (e.g. 
accident, strike, etc.) 

algorithm is deactivated



AI/ML added significant power savings when compared to static

Sector shutdown profile: static model (night shutdown)

Sector shutdown profile: AI/ML model (QoE target)

Sector shutdown serving area: FEUP (Porto University Area)

Much more hours with several cells in shutdown (higher 
energy savings) while keeping QoE >30 Mbps vs static model 

(only night shutdown)



ESO AI/ML is running on metropolitan areas, achieving ~8% savings 
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Wrap-up and Future Work
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Despite the AI momentum, most companies are still targeting to improve results 
and optimise process and people transformation; 

Telco’s are targeting carbon neutrality to 2023/2040; AI/ML energy optimisation is just 
a small part of a holistic approach to minimise carbon footprint and net zero targets  

Energy Consumption is strongly related to #cells, Tx mode and load and hence 
addressing 5G mMIMO and 4G 2600/1800 bands is a must to reach relevant gains

NOS developed an advanced AI/ML algorithm that prescribes RRM feature settings for 
each cell on the next day, assuming a minimum QoE, and adapts in case of deviations

Results allowed to save 8% (~0,5M€/year) of the energy in the two main 
metropolitan urban areas, avoiding 1k Ton Co2 emissions 

6
Future work is centered in upgrading SW features and HW optimizing the deep 
sleep gain and redesigning the algorithm to 5G SA (currently developed to 5GNSA)
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Thank you!
Luis.santo@nos.pt
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